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ABSTRACT 
 
Snake like robot is a hyper redundant robot system having 
very large number of degree of freedom (DOF). Current trend 
treat the large degree of freedom as a body shape global 
system. This paper presents Relativity Drive Transform and 
Segment Inverse Kinematic for Multi-configuration 
Rectilinear Gait for Orthogonal Configuration Snake like 
Robot. In this study, large degree of freedom robot system will 
be decomposed into tail, middle and head group where the 
number of joints per group will be simplified into two DOF 
system. Inverse kinematic is being used for the mapping from 
global body shape world to joint space world. Translational 
motion in world coordinate can be planned step by step from 
tail to head using drive transform and its low level joint 
control value can be derived from inverse kinematic model. 
Homogeneous transformation and its inversion such as drive 
transform can be used to model the tail to head locomotion. 
This drive transform modeling technique can estimate 
rectilinear gait translational position and speed in Cartesian 
coordinate world space in comparison to body shape traveling 
wave locomotion  
   
Key words: Relativity Drive Transform; Segment Inverse 
Kinematic; Multi-configuration Rectilinear Gait; Orthogonal 
Configuration Robot.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Robotic link and joint can be treated at system level and joint 
level. System level can be considered high level while at joint 
space can be considered low level. Low level robot arm focus 
on controller design. Eduardo I. et all [1] design four DOF 
pseudo-anthropomorphic robotic arm having shoulder yaw 
and pitch, elbow pitch and wrist pitch. The motion capture 
device used is the Microsoft Kinect which detects its 
operator’s arm position. S.V.R.K.Rao et. all [2] develop Brain 
computer Interface to control portable robot arm.At joint 
level, A.A.M Zahir et all. [3] used GA to optimize PI 

controller to regulate speed of cart follower. Robotic arm 
system can be divided further to mobile and static system. 
Snake robot can be considered as mobile robotic system. 
Snake like robot capability to enter narrow space is very 
useful since narrow space exist either man made (inside 
aircraft wing or engine), in nature (endoscopy operation for 
low opening surgery) and disaster areas.  
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Even though the rectilinear gait is more less space consuming 
in horizontal and vertical direction, most of literature focused 
type of motion which took large floor area due to serpentine 
and sidewinding motion most dominant type of locomotion 
seen in natural snake [3]-[10]. The snake like robot capability 
to enter narrow space is very useful since narrow space exist 
either man made (inside aircraft wing or engine), in nature 
(endoscopy operation for low opening surgery) and disaster 
areas [11]-[14]. It is estimated that the role of snake like robot 
as important as today industrial robot for service industry 
which will capture 7 billion USD worth of market in 2021 
[14].  
 
 Md. Raisuddin Khan et. al proposed wriggler gait and gait 
transition from serpentine to wriggler for entering narrow 
space by considering snake scale but in lateral mode by 
employing inverse kinematic [20]-[21]. Norzalilah Mohamad 
Nor and Shugen Ma introduce linear bipolar activation 
function in Central Pattern Generator (CPG) to control  the 
smooth transition the number of S body shape for serpentine 
locomotion  for entering and adapting to various narrow space 
width and to avoid external obstacle [22]-[23]. Both works 
improve the top view serpentine gait by employing Inverse 
kinematic and CPG for multi configuration snake like robot 
adapting to narrow space. Several researchers focused on side 
view locomotion such as rectilinear snake like robot to derive 
the ability of snake moving into confined space [15]-[19]. The 
problem of rectilinear gait snake like robot is different 
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mechanical design snake like robots are proposed. There is no 
uniform design universally used for rectilinear snake like 
robot. Second, special design using prismatic or sliding joint 
is employed for rectilinear gait. Prismatic joint is more 
complex, expensive to build and to maintain in lieu of 
revolute joint which possess more dexterity and compactness 
for robotic design method [24]. Third, the sliding prismatic 
joint creates friction with floor space which causes the need 
for special anchor points to balance horizontal friction force 
[25]. In the real field, the coefficient of friction may be very 
large, and the movement will be stuck which raise the 
requirement for movement that free from friction or obstacle 
avoidance movement. Fourth, anchor or pivot points exist 
that act like stopper to propel rectilinearly the segment of 
snake robot from tail, middle segment and head. The pivot or 
anchor point become a major study such as in rectilinear 
snake like locomotion robot especially in exaggerated linear 
gait snake like robot that employ variable friction anchor 
point developed by Hopkins [26]. Three segment rectilinear 
gaits considering rough surface with dry friction which is 
scalable into higher degree of freedom robot is introduced by 
Wenbin Tang and Shugen Ma in [27].  
The advantages of employing sliding joints are due to 
reducing the height signature of snake robot. By using 
revolute joint the side view profile may be larger and defeat 
the purpose of employing snake like robot moving into 
confined space. It is necessary to trade of between 
unavoidable height profile and friction free forward 
movement by proposing multi-configuration design using 
revolute joint that adapt into contour side view profile. To 
solve problem of too many rectilinear gaits dedicated snake 
like robot, an orthogonal configuration snake like robot is 
being proposed in this work. Orthogonal configuration Snake 
like robot is among the important design since it can perform 
one plane vertical (rectilinear gait) or horizontal (serpentine) 
and three-dimensional plane (sidewinding and rolling) 
[28]-[30]. These measures solve the rectilinear gait friction 
problem but maintain versatility of orthogonal snake like 
robot configuration for turning and three-dimension 
locomotion if needed to bridge to the rectilinear movements. 
Motoyasu Tanaka and Kazuo Tanaka [31] use orthogonal 
configuration snake like robot with wheel using pitch axes to 
control ascending and descending step and using yaw axes for 
directional control for multi-step rectilinear gait locomotion. 
Sine wave is being used to generate rectilinear vertical plane 
locomotion in orthogonal design snake like robot by 
controlling the amplitude or joint angle and phase angle 
between adjacent pitch joint [32]. Using sine wave is under 
approach of traveling waves which creates impact to the 
ground and body lifting from flat world which cause high 
torque and energy lost which is unneeded for forward motion. 
A smooth non-touching linear motion above ground is 
another potential advantage of relativity drive transform 
method proposed in this paper. 

Orthogonal configuration Snake like robot is among the 
important design since it can perform one plane vertical or 
horizontal and three-dimensional plane. In this work we want 
to focus on simplified arm modeling and screw like Cartesian 
frame integration to orthogonal design snake like robot. Next, 
homogeneous transformation and its inversion will be used to 
describe the relative point configuration between segment or 
anchor point. A series of homogeneous transformation 
describing point at tail, middle and head (all refer to global 
coordinate) will used to describe spatial distance vector 
between anchor points. Inverse kinematic modular into 
respective relative two points between one anchor points to 
another is also proposed in second layer. Next, the Drive 
transformation will be introduced to govern motion for each 
sequence of motion from tail, middle and head anchor point 
or segment. These three-segment motion can be used for 
infinite or large degree of freedom snake like robot. 
Introducing relativity drive transform algorithm and using 
orthogonal design that consists of revolute joints which 
perpendicularly configured from joint to joint but focusing on 
the rectilinear gait capability will solve the problems 
mentioned above. This drive transform modeling technique 
can estimate rectilinear gait translational position and speed 
Cartesian coordinate in comparison to body shape traveling 
wave locomotion  
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
Orthogonal configuration snake like robot possess joint axes 
that are ortho-normal from adjacent joints as in Figure 1. The 
yaw joint control the top plane movement, while pitch joint 
control the vertical plane movement. Combination of vertical 
and horizontal joints can create three-dimensional snake like 
robot locomotion. Here we focus on odd or pitch joints for 
creating rectilinear gait but maintain versatility of orthogonal 
design of snake like robot. 

 
Figure 1: Orthogonal configuration design snake like robot 

 
To enter variable height and multi steps profile contour for 
both floor and ceiling, multi configuration segment consisting 
of a series of two pitch joints (odd joints for orthogonal 
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configuration robot) and links will be employed such as 
displayed in Figure 2. The body shape and speed can be 
adapted to contour profile (as initial point A configuration) 
where the bottom joint act as anchor point to ground while the 
top joint may become constraint points locking to ceiling (as 
new point B movement configuration) for propelling 
rectilinearly further the other segment.    

 
Figure 2: Min-Max Multi configuration adapting to contour 

floor and ceiling 
 

Relativity Drive Transform and Intra Motion for 3 point 
Rectilinear Gait using inverse kinematic for Orthogonal 
Hyper Redundant Robot consists of 3 movement points which 
is started from point T at the tail, followed by point M at the 
middle and finally point H at the head. This movement being 
called relativity since only one point is moving and the other 
points remain fixing to the ground behaving as pivot. For 
example, if tail point T moving from point A to point B, the 
other points as such M and H behave as two pivots which 
remain at rest or remain at A. Two pivots are needed for 
stability of one-point movement for three degree or higher 
degree of freedom system snake like robot. The notation A is 
for initial point while B is for final point for every point at tail, 
middle and head section (T, M, H). The nomenclature of TA 
means tails at beginning point while TB is when tail at the 
end point. This movement is also called TMH movement 
according to TMH sequences from point A to B. The 
sequences of motion are starting from TA to TB, followed by 
MA to MB and finally HA to HB. Figure 3 shows this motion 
for tail motion. The gravity and friction of the floor is 
assumed to be large to lock the static points at rest while 
allowing the movement sequence displaced without slips at 
anchoring pivot points.  
This algorithm can be used for high degree of freedom snake 
like robot such as in figure 4 where the tail, head and middle 
body move simultaneously from point A to B at the first 
sequence of movement while only middle bodies point move 
simultaneously at second sequence of pure middle body 
movement. Note that the pivot and middle body changed 
alternately from first to second sequence where pivot at first 
sequence become middle body at second sequence and vice 
versa. The discussion in this chapter is limited to three degree 
of freedom TMH movement which stressed important on one 
by one sequence of movement from tail, middle and head 

while the intended application is for large degree of freedom 
snake like robot. In order to apply TMH algorithm for large 
degree of freedom snake like robot as in figure 4, certain 
modification need to be done such as simultaneous motion of 
head, tail and middle body at first sequence and all middle 
body simultaneous motion at second sequence. Another 
important consideration here is the opposing nature of inverse 
kinematic from left and right pair of middle pivots. The 
challenge is to develop inverse kinematic of opposing nature 
from left and right segment while maintaining overall 
structure of forward kinematic from joint 1 to joint N. The 
inverse kinematic is more important here since it is the 
product of drive transform that govern the relative motion 
from point A to point B. Distributed drive transform also 
major contribution in this work to govern multi relative 
motion of every points which produce multi configuration 
large degree of freedom snake like robot system moving in 
multi-step and variance ceiling height profile contour such as 
depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 3: Tail movement from TA to TB 

 
Figure 4: TMH algorithm applied to large degree of freedom 

snake like robot 
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In the first layer, homogeneous transformation matrix will be 
used to describe the robot configuration and the relation 
between any relative moving points to world coordinate 
system. By referring to the world both global and local 
information of any points of interest in snake robot body can 
be known (combined with forward kinematic of local body 
frame at each joints). Based on the manipulation of 
homogeneous transformation the inverse kinematic in second 
layer will be derived for deciding joint angles to respective 
robot joint coordinate. Homogeneous transformation is four 
by four matrix that describe any two Cartesian coordinate 
frame position and orientation relative to the reference or first 
frame. The first three rows and three column describe about 
frame orientation and the fourth column describe the frame 
vector position and all are based on the first frame. 
Homogeneous transformation will be used to describe the 
relative position and orientation between tail and middle 
points. For finding the left side length parameter from tail to 
middle point, the middle below configuration as in Figure 5 
will be used since we want to maintain the free movement of 
tail point A and not creating friction with the ground.  Refer 

figure 5 for position of tail T relative to world or  ,  

position of middle point M relative to the world or   and  

position of middle point M relative to the tail T or . The 
notation A is for initial point and B is for displaced new point.  
Equation (1) describe the relationship and equation (2) and 
(3) through matrix inversion gives critical parameter between 
tail to middle point. Utilizing equation (3) the orientation 

information about rotation about x or , rotation about y or 

, and rotation about z or  can be found in equation (4) to 
(6). The critical length parameter vector between middle to 
tail point is given in equation (7) and (8) which is extracted 
from fourth column of equation (3). 
 

                                                                    (1) 
                                                             (2) 

                           (3) 

                                    (4) 

                                  (5) 

                                     (6) 

                                        
(7) 

                                                       (8) 

                                                       (9) 
 
For finding the right-side length parameter from middle to 
head the middle top configuration as in figure 6 will be used 
since we want to maintain the free movement of middle point 
M and not creating friction with the ground.  Figure 6 

describe middle segment point M relative to the world   

and head relative to the world or  as in equation (10) and 
(11). Equation (13) extracted the result from vector position 
information from the fourth column of matrix in equation 
(12). The critical length parameter vector between middle to 
head point is given in equation (14) and (15) which is 
extracted from fourth column of equation (13). Equation (8), 
(9), (14) and (15) is very important result to control the snake 
robot left and right segment for subsequent inverse kinematic 
process in second layer. 
 

                                                    
(10) 

                               
(11) 

                                              (12) 

                                  
(13) 

                              (14) 

                                       (15) 
 

 
Figure 5: Middle below configuration T_TA, T_MA and 

T_HA for tail locomotion 
 

 
Figure 6: Middle top configuration T_TA, T_MA and T_HA 
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Drive Transformation from Point A to Point B 
 
Drive transformation will be utilized to describe the 
contraction and expansion movement of tail, middle and head 
point from initial point A to new displaced position of point B. 
The displacement from previous to new point difference is 
restricted to  60 % in the movement of rectilinear gait in this 
work as to avoid adjacent link collision since the forward 
actuation is a byproduct of link-joint angle displacement. The 
concept of drive transformation for tail is introduced in 
equation (17) from relation of new position point B from 
initial point A as described in equation (16). The same 
approach will be used for middle and head point as developed 
in equation (19) and (21). Equation (25) to (27) give the new 
individual vector position from head to tail in vector x, y and 
Cartesian component for left side while equation (28) to (30) 
give the same previous information but specified only to right 
side or head segment. The new corrected length parameter for 
left segment is given in equation (31) and (32) while for the 
right segment; the new displaced position is given in (33) and 
(34). 
 

                                                         (16) 
                                                 

(17)    
                                             

(18) 
                                        

(19) 
                                                         

(20) 
                                                 (21) 

                        (22) 

                      (23) 

                  (24) 

 

(25) 

   (26) 

   (27) 

(28) 

  (29) 

                         (30) 
                        (31) 

                    (32) 

           (33) 

             (34) 
 
Segment Inverse Kinematic 
 
To map from left and right segment homogeneous drive 
transformation result from point A to point B for 
implementing tail, intra motion of middle segment M and 
head point, inverse kinematic operation is needed in layer 
2. The and right and left segment inverse kinematic is build 
using cosine rule and trigonometric relation as displayed from 
equation (35) to (54). Equation (55) to (60) give the joint 
space coordinate value for joint 1 till joint 6 (odd joint for 
orthogonal robot such as joint 1,3,5 and 7) for tail and head 
movement. Equation (62) to (67) give the joint space 
coordinate result for middle segment configuration and intra 
movement. 
 

                                     (35) 

                                            

(36) 

                                   (37) 

                                    (38) 
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(39) 

                                                   (40) 
                                                  

(41) 
                                                        

(42) 

             (43) 

           (44) 

      (45) 

     (46) 

           (47) 

             (48) 

          (49) 

       (50) 

           (51) 

          (52) 

     (53) 

    (54) 

                                                                          
(55) 

                                                               (56) 
                                                            (57) 

                            (58) 
                                                            (59) 

                                                                (60) 
                                 (61) 

                                                                            (62) 

                                                               (63) 
                                                            (64) 

                              (65) 
                                                         (66) 

                                                            (67) 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The Relativity Drive Transform algorithm developed 
previously has been implemented using Scilab program for 
multiple configurations at left and right segment of 
orthogonal configuration design snake like robot as in figure 
7. Notice the rectangular block horizontal orientation for odd 
link joint related to orthogonal snake like robot. For 
simulation purpose the arm length is equal to 1000mm (in 
real life would be much smaller value) and notice the odd 
joints of 1, 3, 5 and 7 which define the vertical side view are 
being manipulated in every sequences (the result of figure 8 
angle 1=joint1, angle 2=joint3, angle 3=joint5, angle 
4=joint7 for orthogonal configuration). The special forward 
kinematic for arm modeling will be discussed in future work 
in order to maintain the focus scope of this paper. Refer figure 
7 for multi configuration of  tail equal to 0.3 and head equal 
value to 0.7 for rectilinear motion from tail, middle and head 
Section which is ideal for entering hole or converging motion. 
Total displacement is governed by tail movement which is 
720 mm as in first row and fourth column matrix of 
DT_WTAB in figure 8. Figure 8 shows the numerical value of 
transformation in the first layer and the joint angle result 
needed for joint space actuation in lower second inverse 
kinematic layer. Figure 9 show the configuration of tail equal 
0.7 and head equal to 0.3 which is in reverse from figure 8 
which is intended for exiting from hole or diverging 
configuration locomotion. Total displacement is governed by 
tail movement which is 1680 mm as in first row and fourth 
column matrix of DT_WHAB in figure 8 since the tail is 
similar to head configuration of  0.7 value as in figure 7. 
Figure 10 show multi configuration of tail and head both 
equal value to 1 for rectilinear motion from tail, middle and 
Head Section which is ideal for movement in constant ceiling 
hole such is in pipe or aircraft wing. Total displacement is 
governed by tail movement which is 2400 mm as in first row 
and fourth column matrix of DT_WTAB in figure 11. Figure 
11 shows the numerical value of transformation in the first 
layer and the joint angle result needed for joint space 
actuation in inverse kinematic second layer.  
It seems that entering confined space configuration is the 
lowest displacement and speed drive transform which equal to 
720mm and exiting hole is higher which equal 1680mm per 
unit time. The movement with configuration 1 for both tail 
and head segment gave the highest displacement per unit time 
which is equal to 2400mm. 
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Figure 7: Configuration (Tail=0.3, Head =0.7) Rectilinear 

motion from tail, middle and Head Section 

 
Figure 8: Result for configuration (Tail=0.3, Head =0.7) for 

tail, middle and Head Section 
 

 
Figure 9: Configuration (Tail=0.7, Head =0.3) Rectilinear 

motion from tail, middle and Head Section 
 

 
Figure 10: Configuration(Tail=1,Head =1) Rectilinear motion 

from tail, middle and Head Section 

 
Figure 11: Result for configuration (Tail=1,Head =1) for tail, 

middle and Head Section 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
The objectives of the study have been achieved. The TMH 
Relativity drive transform successfully programmed in Scilab 
to model the movement and multi configuration of snake like 
robot. Figure 9 clearly shows body shape longer in tail 
successfully perform progressive TMH motion involving two 
DOF system one movement at a time. Figure 10 clearly shows 
body shape fair distribution of body shape between tail and 
head able to move progressive TMH motion involving two 
joints  system segmented time movement. Configuration 
equal to one show highest elevation profile viewed from side 
plane and this body shape ratio is suitable for entering high 
opening hole. This shows that the maximum potential is 
configuration equal to one since it have more room for link 
lifting from horizontal surface if the ceiling do not pose a 
height constraint. The need for multiple configurations other 
than 1 is for variable shape hole as in figure2 where Min-Max 
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Multi configuration adapting to contour floor and ceiling is 
needed. Next, the multiple configurations also can optimize 
the shape of the robot adapting to contour height profile so 
that the best speed can be achieved. The hole contour floor 
also have different coefficient of friction and not flat as in the 
lab environment  which need snake like robot of multiple 
configuration capability to search the best anchoring place for 
tail, middle and head point (to use obstacle as forward aided 
motion).  
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